
IMPORTANT SAFETY 
INSTRUCTIONS

When using electrical appliances, especially 
when children are present, basic safety precau-
tions should always be taken, including  
the following:

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS  
BEFORE USING

KEEP AWAY FROM WATER
DANGER – Any appliance is electrically 
live, even when the switch is off.

To reduce the risk of death or injury by  
electric shock:

1. Unplug this appliance before cleaning.

2. Do not place or store appliance where it 
can fall or be pulled into a tub or sink.

3. Do not use while bathing or in a shower.

4. Do not place in, or drop into water or 
other liquid.

5. Do not reach for an appliance that has 
fallen into water. Unplug immediately.

6. Except when charging, always unplug 
this appliance from electrical outlet 
immediately after using.

7. Never operate the adaptor if the 
specification is out of the rating.

DO NOT REACH  
INTO THE WATER

WARNING – To reduce the risk of 
burns, electric shock, fire, or injury to persons:

1. This appliance should never be left 
unattended when plugged in. Do not pull, 
twist, or wrap line cord around appliance.

2. This appliance should not be used by, 
on, or near children or individuals with 
certain disabilities.

3. Use this appliance only for its intended 
purpose as described in this manual. Do 
not use attachments not recommended 
by the manufacturer. Do not use an 
extension cord to operate this appliance.

4. Never operate this appliance if it has 
a damaged cord or plug, or if it is not 
working properly, if it has been dropped 
or damaged, or dropped into water. 
Return the appliance to a service center 
for examination and repair.

5. Keep the cord away from heated 
surfaces.

6. Never drop or insert any object into any 
opening on this appliance.

7. Do not place appliance on any surface 
while it is operating.

8. Do not use this appliance with a 
damaged or broken comb or with teeth 
missing from the blades as injury may 
occur. Before use, make certain blades 
are aligned properly. (See “Care of your 
trimmers”).

9. Do not use outdoors or operate where 
aerosol (spray) products are being used 
or where oxygen is being administered.

10. Never operate the appliance with the 
air openings blocks or while on a soft 
surface, such as a bed or couch, where 
the air openings may be blocked. Keep 
the air openings free of lint, hair, and the 
like.

11. Always attach plug to appliance first, 
then to outlet. To disconnect, turn all 
controls to “OFF” then remove plug from 
outlet.

12. Avoid skin contact with moving blades.

13. Do not short the polarity (output cord), 
ensure jack is plugged into the unit 
before plugged the adaptor into outlet.

14. This power unit is intended to be 
correctly oriented in vertical or floor 
mount position.

15. Be sure voltage is in correct voltage 
before plugging in.

16. For connection to a supply not in  
U.S.A, use an attachment plug adapter 
of the proper configuration for the power 
outlet.

17. CAN ICES-3(B)

Warning: Changes or modifications to this 
unit not expressly approved by the party 
responsible for compliance could void the 
user's authority to operate the equipment.

SAVE THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS

OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS

SUPER STUBBLERTM

Maintain your look, everyday with the ultimate 
in stubble control technology.

The Conair For Men Super Stubble has 24 
ultra-precise length settings, so you can  
maintain your preferred facial hair style at all 
times.

Whether you’re looking for a short shadow 
look, a longer stubble look, or even a short 
beard, the Super Stubble is the ultimate in 
stubble control. The motorised length control 
gives ultra precise adjustment from a 0.4mm 
shadow so you can get exactly the look you 
want. The Super Stubble has an advanced 
floating contouring head that tracks the curves 
of your face for exceptional comfort and  
control. It is powered by lithium Ion  
technology, for reliable cordless use, even at 
lower charge levels. It is 100% waterproof, 
and can be easily cleaned under the tap or 
even used in the shower.

FEATURES
• Advanced floating contouring head tracks 

the curves of your face for exceptional 
accuracy and comfort.

• Motorised length control from a 0.4mm 
shadow with precise automatic adjustments 
with memory function.

• Lithium-Ion power performance for reliable 
cordless use, even at lower charge levels.

• Advanced blade technology with  
electro-chemically sharpened blades for 
extreme sharpness and durability.

• LED screen displays selected cutting length 
and charge time remaining.

• Protective comb guide delivers ultimate 
length consistency, removable for easy 
cleaning.

• Rapid charging system, 90 minute charge 
provides 60 minutes use or 5 minutes quick 
charge for a single stubble shave.

• Shaver-style power lead for convenient 
rechargeable in the bathroom.

• Ergonomic design with curved body for 
easy control and complete comfort in use.

• 3 Year Guarantee.

INSTRUCTIONS  
FOR USE

IMPORTANT : CHARGING
FIRST TIME USE

The Super Stubble is so easy to use, but before 
you do anything you must take your time to 
charge the unit for 3 hours before its first use.

Even if you want to use it plugged in to your 
shaver socket, this initial super-charge ensures 
optimum power performance to give smooth 
fast trimming every time. After the first charge a 
full charge will only take 90 minutes. Maximum 
battery capacity will only be reached after 3 
charging/discharging cycles.

• Connect the power adaptor to the socket on 
the underside of the charging stand

• Always check that the charging indicator on 
the LED comes on when you place the 
product in the power stand.

REGULAR CHARGING
• A full charge will take 90 minutes and will 

supply enough power for minimum 60 
minutes continuous cordless use. The 
approximate remaining using time is shown 
on the LED display.

• In order to maintain the optimum capacity 
of the rechargeable batteries, the appliance 
should be recharged for 3 hours every 3 
months approximately.

• The super stubble comes with a quick 
charge feature. A 5 minute charge will 
provide enough power for approximately 3 
minutes use.

• Charging takes approx. 90 minutes.

• When the unit is charging the display lights 
up for a few seconds showing the running 
time remaining. The minutes will flash 
increase until it reaches maximum capacity 
of 60 minutes.

• When LED display has less than 5 minutes 
left, the time symbol indication will change 
to red.

PREPARATION FOR USE
Always inspect the super stubble before use to 
ensure the cutting head is free from hair and 
debris and is running smoothly.

OPERATION
To switch the super stubble on, press the O/I 
button. The LED will also show the selected 
cutting height and approximate usage time 
remaining. After 10 seconds, the blue LED for 
the usage time remaining will be switched off 
but cutting height LED will be kept illuminated 
whilst the motor runs. When there is approxi-
mately 5 minutes left shown on the LED 
display, the time symbol will change colour to 
red and will also start to flash. When the LED 
displays «00», this indicates that the unit needs 
to be recharged, however it may continue to 
run for a short while after.

USING THE COMB GUIDE
The comb guide allows you to change the 
cutting length of your trimmer. You’ll need to 
experiment to find your preferred length, but as 
a guide, 0.4mm will give you very short stubble, 
whilst 1.6mm will give you a longer stubble 
look. 2mm+ will give you a short beard.

• Ensure the comb guide is correctly 
positioned by pushing the comb guide gently 
downwards to secure into place.

• Use the digital touch control ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ 
buttons to adjust the telescopic comb guide 
to the required length.



• The cutting lengths are displayed on the LED 
screen in ‘‘mm’’ – scroll through the 
available length settings with the digital 
touch controls. There are 24 length settings 
available: 0.4mm-5.0mm in 0.2mm 
increments

• Select your required length – the length 
setting will then remain displayed on the  
LED screen.

• Press the power button to switch the super 
stubble on.

MEMORY FUNCTION
This stubble trimmer has a memory function 
that stores the last chosen length setting. When 
the unit is switched off the comb guide returns

to 0.4mm position. When the trimmer is  
switched back on the comb guide automatically 
moves up to the last chosen length setting.

TRAVEL LOCK FEATURE
The Conair For Men Super Stubble has a travel 
lock feature which will lock all buttons from  
activating accidently.

• To activate the travel lock, press and hold 
the I/O button for 2 seconds until the time 
display counts downs from 5 to 1. When the 
countdown reaches 1, the lock signal is 
shown.

• To de-activate the travel lock press and hold 
the I/O button for 2 seconds until the time 
display starts to count down from 5 to 1 and 
the motor switches on and starts running. 
The travel lock is now de-activated.

• When you place the unit in the charger, the 
travel lock is automatically deactivated.

USING THE TRIMMER WITHOUT  
THE COMB GUIDE
Using without the comb guide is ideal for 
detailing/shaping and general tidying of edges.

• To detach the comb guide, gently hold the 
trimmer in one hand and with your thumb 
and index finger push up on each side of the 
comb guide (fig. 1). Flip the comb guide to 
the back of the unit, gently pull down and 
secure under the latch to lock into place  
(fig. 2). To release the comb guide, pull down 
and move away from the latch (fig. 3).

• Switch the super stubble on by pressing the 
‘‘power on’’ button. The LED will illuminate 
and the blades will start to move.

• If you are looking for an ultra-close finish, 
you can use the trimmer without the comb 
guide. This will give you an extremely short 
cut.

IMPORTANT: please note when using the 
trimmer without the comb guide, the cutting 
length will be below 0.4mm. The length setting 
shown on the LED screen will no longer be 
relevant when the comb guide is detached.

SUPER STUBBLERTM TOP TIPS
• Use on clean, dry hair.

• If possible, when using for the first time, try 

and grow your facial hair for a few days 
before cutting so you can trim down to a 
level that is best for you.

• Set the cutting length as required.

• It is always best to start cutting with a longer 
length first, then trim again if the length is 
longer than desired.

• Hold the super stubble against the hair, the 
teeth of the comb guide should be pointing 
upwards and should be flat against the face.

• Move the trimmer upwards through the hair, 
a little at a time, against the direction of hair 
growth. The floating and contouring head 
will follow the curves of your face to ensure 
both accuracy and comfort.

• The super stubble will work most effectively 
when cutting through the hair at its own 
speed – never force through the hair. You 
may experience a little resistance when 
trimming the neck area, where hair is thicker 
and grows in many different directions. This 
is completely normal.

• Just like shaving, extra time should be given 
when trimming under the neck area, as 
again this is where hairs grow in many 
different directions.

• Never switch the trimmer off whilst in the 
hair.

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
• Regular cleaning will maintain the high 

performance of your super stubble.

• Switch off and remove the power cord if 
connected.

• Detach the comb guide by gently lifting the 
front of the comb guide from both sides and 

flipping it over to the back of the unit and 
locking it into position by clicking it securely 
onto the fastener on the back of the handle.

• Use the cleaning brush supplied to brush 
away any hair and debris. Do not use a 
sharp object to clean the trimmer blade.

• The blades can be removed to aid cleaning.

• To remove the blades hold the handle of the 
i-stubble with one hand, place your thumb 
underneath the blades and push the blades 
away from the handle.

• Gently blow away any hair trapped beneath 
the blades.

• The blades can be rinsed under the tap. 
After rinsing the blades they may need to be 
oiled. See oiling instructions below.

• Before re-attaching blade 
to the trimmer, ensure  
the blades are dry and 
moving blade is in the 
centre. Please refer to  
fig. 4.

• Please do not use any 
chemical liquids when 
cleaning the trimmer.

• Ensure you clean the blades after each use 
and before storing away.

• It is highly recommended to oil the blades 
from time to time with the oil provided. This 
ensures optimum cutting performance. For 
the first use you will need to use the oil 
supplied with the product, unscrew the cap 
and cut off the very end of the plastic tube 
with a pair of scissors to release the oil. To 
oil the blades ensure the unit is switched on. 
Gently squeeze the oil tube and apply 2 

LIMITED THREE YEAR WARRANTY
Conair will repair or replace (at our option) your unit 
free of charge for 36 months from the date of pur-
chase if the appliance is defective in workmanship 
or materials.

To obtain service under this warranty, return the defec-
tive product to the service centre listed below that is 
nearest you, together with your purchase receipt and 
$7.50 for postage and handling. In the absence of 
a purchase receipt, the warranty period shall be 36 
months from the date of manufacture.

ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS, OR 
LIABILITIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SHALL BE 
LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE 36 MONTH DURATION OF 
THIS WRITTEN, LIMITED WARRANTY. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL CONAIR BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
FOR BREACH OF THIS OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WHATSOEVER. 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you 
may also have other rights, which vary from province 
to province.
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Have a Question? 
Please do not return this product to the retailer.

Call Us First! 
Our customer service and product experts are 

ready to answer ALL your questions.

Please call our TOLL-FREE customer service 

number at: 1-855-926-6247

 or visit us online at 

www.conaircanada.ca 

SERVICE CENTRE:
CONAIR CONSUMER PRODUCTS ULC
100 Conair Parkway
Woodbridge Ontario, L4H OL2
©2014 CONAIR CONSUMER PRODUCTS ULC
For more information on any Conair product call:
1-855-926-6247 (1 8559 CONAIR)
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Consumer_Canada@Conair.com
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drops of oil onto the blades. Leave the unit 
on for a further few seconds to allow the oil 
to thoroughly spread the length of the 
blades. Switch off the unit and remove any 
excess oil by gently dabbing with a cloth.

BATTERY DISPOSAL
This appliance contains a lithium ion battery. To 
protect the environment, this appliance and its 
battery must be disposed of safely. At the end 
of its life, please take this appliance to a 
recycling center, where the internal recharge-
able battery should be removed by a profes-
sional and recycled separately. For more 
information about the recycling of electrical 
and battery-operated appliances, please 
contact your local recycling or environmental 
protection office or your household waste 
disposal service. For specific enquiries 
regarding the replacement of batteries in this 
product, please contact our Conair Customer 
Care Line.

CONTAINS LITHIUM ION 
BATTERY. MUST BE COLLECTED, 
RECYCLED OR DISPOSED OF 
PROPERLY. DO NOT DISPOSE 
OF IN THE MUNICIPAL WASTE.
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